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About This Game

Roving in the Dark is a cave exploration platformer set in 1996. You play as a bearded caver (known as "Local Spelunker") who
is tasked with rescuing ill-equipped treasure-seekers while finding treasure, hidden there by a medieval thief, for the local

museum.

Play as the famous bearded caver who had all his equipment taken! Making it difficult to help ill- equipped treasure-seekers
while searching for the actual treasure for the local museum. Help Spelunker from the cave system itself, as the real challenge is

the hazards found in the cave. Avoid slipping and falling into holes, getting hit by stones, getting super cooled, running out of
batteries or being pushed by in by foreign cavers. Since you lost most of your climbing gear, navigating the caves will be quite a

challenge. In the beginning you have to make due with just running, jumping and climbing up and down narrow passages. On
your way you will find bits of your gear, opening up new areas. The game consists of 4 cave systems to explore, an over-world

and several smaller locations like towns and lone houses.

Roving in the Dark is heavily influenced by the limitations of 8-bit era games, with tiny pixel art graphics, a low colour palette
and a low resolution. It does not have music in game, but 8-bit ambient sounds instead.

Features

Four cave regions to explore
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Light metroidvania styled game play

Old school 8-bit pixel style

Challenging gameplay

#MadewithFusion
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pacific strom allies does not work for me it keeps on crashing at stat up i would say stay away from this game. Downloaded this
game today and uploaded a video right after if anyone would like to see more gameplay check it out, for me i found it best to re-
map the controls when not using a controler , also some glitches have occured when I continued to play such as when a quest
was completed the BIG quest complete on the screen would not go away. also why cant I exit the game and save? Ihave to alt tab
out and close application? this game would have been a lot better if these issues and other minor issues were adressed not sure
why these small things sliped through. I cant completly recomend Dungeons are Random however I did play it for a bit and most
likely will play it again I just hope they can fix some of these issues.

Dungeons are Random- Frog Boss https:\/\/youtu.be\/VMKw-RIOOMo. ILLUMINATI CONFIRMED!!!
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────▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀─────. a very fun game. nice cartoonish drawings, good voice acting,
simple controls. i played about 19 hours start to finish.

the bad: puzzles were often laborious and not intuitive. i had to resort to a walkthrough many times. it's not that they were
technically difficult, but often numerous steps to complete a puzzle, and not particularly logical many times. that said, i wanted
to keep going since the story line was great, and i had to find out what will happen next.

so 4 stars out of 5. no action or fighting, but adult behaviors and pretty funny really. i liked it very much in spite of the annoying
at times puzzles. i can't imagine not liking this game.. Changing my review. looks like it runs better that ever now..glad the dev
worked on this. also thanks for the new key. It's still cute..small little guy..i kept dying until i realized i could pick up weapons
lol. Good controls..still learning them.. Its a wonderful alternative to those who want to play War Thunder, but are put off by
how PVP-centric and hardcore it is.

Heroes in the Sky is, from my currently playtime (I'm lv 15), a more arcade-y PVE game, where planes use Hitpoints instead of
the complex damage system in WT.

The game can be played entirely with the keyboard, and all in all the missions seem pretty fun, even if I do feel like the
developers are subtly making the Germans out as evil (I play as the Axis)

The graphics are definately kinda bad, but if I had to place a year on them, I would say the game looks like an Xbox 360 game
from around 2005-2006, which isnt too horrible, but not great compared to War Thunder.

But the real draw of the game, if you ask me, is the wonderful Engrish that the game is FULL of. This game was made by
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asians, and it becomes apparent instantly when you read the descriptions of the game, and the in-game spelling/dialogue. All in
all its funny, and a + from me.
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Another variant on the block puzzler genre, Yosumin! sees you play on a 9x9 grid of blocks where you have to click on four
blocks of the same shape\/colour to describe the corners of a square or rectangle, which transforms all blocks within that space
into the same colour as the selected corner blocks before removing all those blocks then replacing them with another mix of
blocks. BLOCKS!

Each stage sets you objectives, ranging from the simplistic, like removing a quota of specific coloured blocks, to the more
challenging, such as clearing an entire board with one move (this move being where the game gets its name, in the same way
Tetris is the name given to clearing the maximum of four lines in a single drop), with each stage being cleared by completing all
of these objectives.

The whole things starts off at a very basic, and even mundane degree of difficulty as you breeze through the majority of the
opening stages in the space of a couple of minutes, but by the final quarter or so of the game this is turned on its head as the
ever strangling time limit can soon grind you down unless you have very sharp eyes or a lot of luck finding the right blocks to
match. This deceptively high difficulty spike of the final stages seems very at odds with the \u00fcber casual, child-friendly
presentation of every aspect of the title and may see many quit before reaching the end, even with the extra added help of bonus
unlocks which act as perks to aid in varying elements of play.

But even if you do quit by then, ultimately you're not really going to miss out on all that much. The opening few hours play
much the same as the final hours save for some minor added elements and complications added to proceedings that actually
change things very little of the game beyond its initial premise. So a pretty throwaway, repetitive, yet inoffensive title (except
for maybe the audio, which you might want to mute) that might not stick with you too long after you play it, but which still
holds some fun for those looking for their quick puzzle fix to dip in and out of. Pick it up when it's cheap, play it, enjoy it a
little, forget about it, move on with your life. Yosumin!. Just a standard hidden object game, good for a few hours. The art is as
expected, the hidden object scenes are quite easy, and the storyline is standard supernatural time travel stuff seen in a lot of
these games.

The things that are most well hidden are the witches and warlocks. I didn't find any of them in this game.

Most negative reviews seem to be about technical problems. Luckily I didn't encounter any, but YMMV.

If you decide to buy this, get it on sale or in a bundle. It's also great for 100% achievement hunters.. Way worse than any other
Farm Frenzy game. I don't really understand the regress of the series. If u want to play Farm Frenzy, get one of the 3's (Like Ice
Age or American Pie) but don't buy this, even on biggest sales.. I like the different kinds of head crabs, with the different
attacks and such, but what really annoys me is, that you only have a Crowbar, not a Pistol or whatever, I know it ups the
difficulty, but it can get annoying pretty quick. But other than that it's a very nice mod.. For a demo, this game is fantastic. It
runs very smoothly and the graphics are great, would definitely recommend!. Basic but a fun little intro to VR shooters
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